
Long Beach Budget Priority Survey Comments (9/14/15)

1. Continuing to make Long Beach attractive to retailers that want to locate here is very
important. The new pike outlets is a very good thing for Long Beach, but attention also
needs to be placed on City place and the many empty stores fronts throughout the
City. And the City needs to be a lot more actively involved in the battle against
homelessness. We have taken strides, but we have to do much more.

2. Youth services especially in the summer translation is key to engage community
members.

3. It seems that Long Beach residents want the very best services, but don't want to pay
for anything. Sure, more police officers would be great, but not at the cost to other city
services. I'd support a modest tax increase, but only if I could be assured that funds
wouldn't be split nine ways.

4. I was told streets get repaved every 7 years. It has been over 14 years since Roswell
has been repaved.

5. Comments on Mayor's recommendations:

$2.2 mil for violent crimes - OK

150k police training - OK

100kcrime analyst - OK

200k small business incentive - ?

Open counter/improve parking - OK

150kforLB Museumof Art - NO, Cut Back

50k downtown Innovation Hub -NO, not necessary

Early childhood education coordinator - Maybe

Pilot Sunday hours 3 libraries - Not Needed

950k street sweeping rerouting - ?

50k matching funds Arts Council - NO, Cut Back

6. No new taxes - we are taxed to death. Cut the salaries and bonuses of workers. Free
parking to library & City Hall. Long 8each is hurting! Oil price is way down. Cut all the
extra taxes added to property tax. Stop building - Long Beach is built out and Calif is in
H20 drought. Currently>- 1400 new units !! Who is kidding who?? Keep Long Beach
Municipal Band. Stick with Master Plan we drew up. No skate parks. No more dog
parks. Speak English. .

7. Coyotes, Squirrels, ALL Rodents Fruit Rats

8. This is 8.S.
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9. Support the Muni Band

10. We have too many City employees in the $100k yearly salary club.

11. One time an unstable homeless guy showed up at our school (Stanford) so I think we
should try to get homeless people off the streets.

12. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting ofthe ranch house.

13. Police and Fire Departments should be contracted out to LA County. Build the
Belmont pool over by the Queen Mary. Don't have slush funds for each Council District
- decisions on City needs/expenditures should not be made by term-limited
Council members who cater to donors, they should be made by professional staff that
can make good long term investments.

14. Weekend prompt graffiti removal especially in w division beat 6

15. Issues of litter abatement, dumped item abatement, and a higher rate of citing trash-
related code violations are of high importance and was not covered here.

Also, more tenant protections such as a rent-escrow program. It's absurd that a City
with such a high percentage of renters doesn't have this vital protection for its
residents. (though I feel like the State should be running it, not individual Cities).

16. Please increase security of your citizens by adding body cameras like Los Angeles has
done.

17. Provide a fiscally sound budget. Encourage business development.

18. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

19. End all onshore & offshore fracking in Long Beach.

Decommission & remove the Alamitos AES facility.

Increase, enhance, & protect the Los Cerritos Wetlands.

20. While we need to maintain our trees (very important) they are currently being
butchered by the company in charge. It is detrimental to them! Often, trimming is done
at the wrong time of the year, as well.

21. The Camelot Center on Long Beach Blvd. and Pleasant Blvd. needs more Police
surveillance. A lot of crimes happen there like homeless asking for money and scaring
people. drugs sold to minors and using on center

22. need more police, need more open space, thank you for your efforts and hard work!
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23. Thank you all for all you do! Thank you so much

24. We need picnic tables in Scherer Park on the grass between the basketball court and
dog park. More no fishing signs. FINE THE RAilROAD FOR NOT MAINTAINING
PROPERTY ON ELM & PEACE ST.

I

25. You needed a "neutral'; check-off between "somewhat" and "not very" important. Any
surplus must be saved to address deficits in next years!!

26. Increasing police presence & focusing on the "Broken Windows" policy will help keep
the City safe & instill community support. Providing activities for youth will help as well.

27. You know we are going to be short $7.5 next year. You have $11.7 million one times so
you decide to spend $11.7 this year rather than save $7.5 for next year.

28. What about having a category for air pollution mitigation measures? Air pollution is a
huge health issue in Long beach. Also I would support raising taxes, particularly
property taxes. Thanks!

29. We recognize these needs and we also recognize it will take some time.

30. Need Parks dept to look into Vets Park facilities upgrade and repairs.

31. Please fund the new roof for the historic Rancho.

32. We could handle all the issues in the City and everything on this survey could become
a top priority if Council had the guts to shift Fire and PO to the County. No divide by 9!
let the professional staff who have a long term interest in what is best for the City

\ make decisions on where funds should go rather than leaving those decisions to term-
limited politicians who have an interest in providing special-interest projects to groups
that maydonate to their future political campaigns.

33. Traffic light @ Wardlow + Pacific by Blue Line

34. There are too many permit fees for Businesses in long Beach. Incentives are better.

35. I feel very lucky to live in such a progressive city that is fiscally responsible. Thank
you. I like Doug Haubert's ideas concernlnq crime control/prevention and support
spending more budget to support those programs.

36. 1.) This would make a great handout/lesson for lBUSD government class as well as
the budget challenge online.

2.) Would like to see parks use less water.

37. Blight, graffiti, suspected drug sales, petty theft and code violations (weeds, trash,
buildings in disrepair) are on the ride in neighborhoods in the second district.
Neighborhood associations are working together to try to bring attention to the issue to
no avail. Often blight is a symptom of larger societal issues and criminal activity, yet it
seems that there is a lack of information sharing between code enforcement, graffiti
removal and the police. Further, police are rarely seen patrolling the neighborhoods -
instead they stick to major streets and arterials. I recommend that the GOlB
app/database be leveraged so that crime analysts can determine if there are links
between code violations and crime. Additionally, police should make residential streets
AND alleys part of their patrol routes. They might also think of getting out of their cars
and connecting with people in their neighborhoods. Put that $2.2M in OT to good use
or redirect it to public works to clean-up the trash and blight.
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38. Many of the things that I checked outside of the "very important" column are being
provided by local non-profits and are important to me. But, by partnering more closely
& applying together with these orgs other funds could by used that are not city funds.

39. Cut pensions

stop paying overtime, stop paying consultants, reduce Street cleaning to twice a month.
Stop the civic center boondoggle. Encourage private enterprise.

40. Composting. I would like to see us move into a composting in the future like San
Francisco.

41. Let's build a great city!!! More tech events and networking!

42. By providing positive programs, the negative area expenses will naturally decline, so
put the money into positive, use and welcome private NPOs into the area to support
and take the burden off the city where possible.

43. All above are very important - however answers given on priority relate to "what more
focus should be prioritized above what services are already being provided

44. Please remove the break -water wall. It would make our beach amazing and LBC a
true destination city.

45. Parking help for downtown residents!!!!!

46. Health clinics.

47. Traffic signal at Warlow and Pacific-funds (private) already available

48. Blight is extremely important. Homes, businesses should be held accountable! All of
LB should be beautiful, not just Belmont Shore or downtown! The Mayor shouldn't
show favoritism!

49. We need a united effort in6th & 7th district in Wrigley, to build business corridors
through a PBID. The community is very supportive and needs help from the city.

50. for creating new parks and open space - west and central

for providing business assistance and supporting economic development - small, local
business and entrepreneurial

51. Please complete the final stage of seismic retrofitting of the ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos.

52. Thank you for having the survey. All programs and items mentioned are important for
a growing, beautifying Long Beach.

I absolutely encourage LB to focus on services and programs that help develop skills,
social support and connections, jobs/employment, police and fire staffing, restorations
of historically important properties ex. Rancho Los Alamitos, and overall sense of
safety, community, appreciation of diversity and the arts, and peaceful enjoyment of
public spaces.
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53. Many of us in the neighborhood are disappointed that the Long Beach Municipal Band
is playing less concerts. There is a large portion of the community that would like to cut
1 or 2 of the existing LBMB concerts and use those savings to add additional concerts
to the schedule with tribute bands. We feel this a more efficient use of our more and
will make us a more attractive community to potential people looking to move here.
PLEASE CONSIDER THIS MORE EFFICIENT USE OF OUR FUNDING FOR EL
DORADO PARK SUMMER CONCERT SERIES

54. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting ofthe ranch house.

55. I'm proud of the progress our mayor is making in improving Long Beach in every way.

56. We are excited about the efforts to rejuvenate the LA River and bring more Green
space to the West side of the city.

57. I Would like to encourage the city's approval of funding to retro fit the adobe structure at
Rancho Los Alamitos to insure safe access to this important Long Beach landmark and
preserve the heritage the site embodies.

58. The libraries are understaffed and should be open more hours, with more professional
staff. We need better animal control services, currently it is a crapshoot when you call
animal services if someone will be availableto help you.

59. Does the city need its own Public Health Lab if Los Angeles County already has one?
Is that duplication of services?

60. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen asa significant priority. The plans and speciticatlons are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project-that is
ready to implement ifthe funding ismade available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

61. Very important: Final seismic retrofit of the historic adobe at Rancho Los Alamitos

62. The Rancho is an extremely important part of the history of Long Beach that is visited
by people of all ages. It is the history of Long Beach. It is maintained bya nonprofit
organization that has raised millions from private citizens to make it a beautiful
experience. It is the responsibility of the city for the maintenance of the house. This
includes providing for a new roof. If this does not happen it will become a severe
safety issue for all visiting this beautiful home. If not done the city will simply waste all
the money that the private individuals have invested,

63. Something needs to be done regarding parking and police enforcement after the bars
close on 2nd Street.

64. Language Access is an important part ofevery city service; we must make sure it
continues to be included.
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65, Those of us who are able to travel, visit sites and museums around the world
~

probably are not too interested in local activities.

Childrens programs are wonderful as are concerts in the park.

66. Seismic upgrades were mandated by the city on private property to be completed
decades ago. Why are you dragging your feet on doing the needed seismic upgrades
to the Rancho Los Alamitos. Are you waiting for someone to sue the city when
someone is hurt?

67. I started a Wrigley Community Watch group here but we get no help. We should have
an meeting with all the Community Wat~h Leaders and Groups held every 3 months
at the Veterans Park and also funding for us so we can put on Community Watch
Events for the neighborhood. Thank you Josie

68. Please support the vital repairs that Rancho Los Alamitos needs in regards to the
seismic retrofit of the old rancho. Many people come to the ranch to learn of the history
of the area and something as old as the rancho are few and hard to come by in
California. To provide the necessary repairs is a must so that the city can continue to
have hundreds of school children and the general public see the house and gardens as
it was so many years ago. Rancho Los Alamitos is truly a gem!

69. Funding for Phase III of the Rancho Los Alamitos funding needs to be a priority.
Keeping buildings maintained (for safety now AND for future generations) and
upgraded is important. Following through on progress already started is imperative. I
support this final stage of the retrofitting of the Ranch House. Make sure the money for
this project is included and specified in the upcoming budget.

70. Rancho Los Alamitos Seismic Phase III project - please complete funding for the
Rancho Los Alamitos upgrades. This is such a gem!! Thank you!

71. We do not need to always prioritize the majority of general funds to law enforcement.
The great people of Long Beach are fine without the threat of big brother. What we
need are quality affordable housing, good jobs, jobs training, and good public transit
access to jobs, housing and daily amenities. Take funds out of the militarization of
policing and in the name of "community policing" and actually provide for a more livable
city.

72. We need to keep Rancho Los Alamitos in a good and safe condition for all the people
of Long Beach. This is a city treasure especially for the children who come to learn the
history of all the people who have lived here. I sincerely hope the city will step in and
help with the work that needs to be done on the old rancho house.

73. Pleaser get rid of the homeless people on the side of LA river.

74. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

75. I would like to see the Rancho Los Alamitos seismic reinforcement program carried
thru to completion.
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76. Focus on life and property protection, in that order.

77. Top priority and funding for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe house
at Rancho Los Alamitos. I urge support of that stage.

78. I urge support and execution of the laststage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch
house at Rancho Los Alamitos. Public safety is a priority, especially since

we bring so many children to the Rancho to learn our history.

79. I believe it is the City's responsibility to provide for the quality of life for its residents.

80. Rancho Los Alamitos is a city owned historical and cultural treasure, which needs to be
brought up to current seismic standards. This jewel is open to all Long Beach
residents and needs to be a safe place to learn and enjoy our heritage. The city of
Long Beach needs to step up and pay for needed safety upgrades to.the original
structure.

81. The mayor's recommendation of adding Sunday hours in three branches helps restore
a very important service to thecornrnunlty - I hope all council members will support it.

82. Being a fourth grade teacher who teaches California history every year, I feel it is
important to maintain the ranchos. Every year I take my student on a field trip to both
the missions and ranchos. It is important to preserve our history so future generations
can learn from it and enjoy.

83. I urge support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of Los Alamitos
Ranch, so it can last many more years.

84. Please continue to support the upgrade and maintenance of both our historic
"Rancho's"

85. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project thatIs
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of.the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

86. Please support rancho los Alamitos with all of the upgrades it needs, including a rood.

87. Please allocate funds to the Rancho Los Alamitos structure. It is a treasure for our city,
and keeping it well maintained and safe from earthquakes should be a priority.

88. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit ofthe historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this isa project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

89. It is very important for the city to maintain the few historic structures we gave, such as
Rancho Los Alamitos. Seismic retrofitting should be a high priority item.
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90. I strongly urge the City and City Council to fund Phase 3 of the seismic strengthening
of the Rancho Los Alamitos ranch house. Phase 3 will repair and replace the roof to
ensure the public is safe when touring the house. The Rancho is a City resource that
is used extensively by Long Beach residents. Since the plans have been approved by
City staff, work can commence in spring 2016. Please vote to authorize this very
worthy project.

91. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

92. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of theranch house.

93. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for,
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

94. Long beach is fixing the wrong issues

95. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

96. Please continue the work you have started on the roof of the Rancho. It is part of our
heritage in Long Beach, a gift to the city accepted years ago with a promise to do
upkeep as needed.

97. Maintaining and upgrading treasures such as Ranch Los Alamitos must remain of high
importance in city budget planning. Too many historic places have been allowed to
deteriorate and disappear.

98. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

99. Please provide the funds necessary to support and maintain one of Long Beach's most
beautiful treasures, Rancho Los Alamitos!
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100. Obviously there are endless possible priorities to consider in allocating public monies. I
don't think it's too much of a stretch to say that virtually everyone with any history, and
future for that matter, in Long Beach appreciates and takes pride in our cultural
treasures and believe they must be preserved. It is essential that buildings of historical
importance be kept in safe condition, especially those that provide educational, cultural,
and historic programs on site for public access. I urge you to fund the final completion
of seismic retrofitting on the ranch house at Rancho Los Alamitos. I have always loved
the Rancho, where my mother and I visited in the fifties. Thanks to all that has been
accomplished there in recent years, it is truly a crown gem for the people of Long
Beach, I understand that plans and specifications have been reviewed by the city
engineering department. In light of the constant danger we all face from earthquakes,
please see that this vital work be completed before it is too late. Please allocate the
funds and get the job done. I thank you in advance for your proactive consideration.
Carolyn E. Summers, Ph.D.

101. Parents in underserved areas of Long Beach want clean and safe parks for their
children to play in. Many parents do not speak English as their first language and feel
that they have no voice in their community and therefore do not speak out about these
issues.

102. I grew up in Long Beach, near Cal State LB. I now live in neighboring Lakewood but
still work in Long Beach, I am urging support and the implementing the funding for the
phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historical Rancho house at Rancho Los Alamitos.
I feel this is a priority andnecessary to keep this valuable historic building safe and
accessible to the public now and for future generations. I love Long Beach and care
about the city and its future. Thank you.

103. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen asa significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this isa project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

104. Seismic retrofitting is extremely important especially for historic buildings.

105. The Bixby ranch is a wonderful historical site that needs to be maintained. The city
needs to provide funds to maintain and restore the buildings to a safe state so people
can continue to enjoy and learn about our past. Please budget the money to enable the
next phase of repair.

106. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seism ic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

107. It seems everything is really important for a great city....which we are and want to
continue being!
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108. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineerihg staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

109. It's time for the City to step up and complete the seismic reinforcement of the City
owned historic heritage property, Rancho Los Alamitos. Ensuring that buildings
accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for Phase III of the seismic
retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los Alamitos must be seen as a
significant priority. The plans and specifications are complete and have been reviewed
by City engineering staff and this is a project that is ready to implement if the funding is
made available in the coming budget year. I urge support and execution of the final
stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

110. Please help maintain Rancho

111. Please provide funding to fix Los Alamitos Adobe. It's a treasure for our city and
important that we can visit it and remember California's history.

112. Fix up Rancho los Alamitos, please

113. Please work on improving the storm drain system. The beaches are terribly.pollutes,
especially. after some rain. Despite many efforts from local organizations and citizens to
clean up the beaches, it does not seem to make a dent. Only a solution to storm drain
system along with change in consumption can induce a change to this growing
problem. Thank you.

I believe that withgood social services, including public parks, recreation programs,
attractive public meeting spaces, homeless shelters and services, meaning full
youth/teen programs/playgrounds not only for the very young but for the young at
heart, public art, community events etc., the need for police patrolling will decrease.

Rancho Los Alamitos is one of these special places that allows for recharging. Please
allocate some funding to keep the Rancho safe and available to the public. Even more
public events would be welcome.

114. Rancho Los Alamitos should receive the necessary funding to secure it as a significant
cultural resource

115. I would like to urge the City to fund the rancho's seismic phase III project. We have
very few historical sites left in our city, it's important to maintain them for future
generations.
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116. Both my husband and I have been lifetime residents of Long Beach; our families
arrived here in 1919 and 1922. Safety and educational services within a community are
crucially important for the welfare of ALL of its residents, and must be top priorities in
every city budget. It is also valuable that our city is economically and technically
progressive, but is more essential that the history of this great city is protected and
preserved for future generations. The Los Alamitos Rancho and Los Cerritos Rancho
are best-kept secrets within our community - yet they give perspective regarding the
heritage and influence of this city since the land grant from Spain was given, and how
their economic development flourished into a major city within California. These
Ranchos offer educational instruction to Long Beach students annually that is
invaluable to their understanding of the economic, social, cultural and political
development of Long Beach, and surrounding communities. We have already lost
significant structures of historical value, we must guarantee that this does not occur to
the initial sites that birthed this great city. The plans for retrofitting and stabilizing the
adobe homestead at the Rancho at Los Alamitos have been reviewed and approved
already by the engineers ofthe City Building Department. We strongly urge that the
funding for this project be included and secured for posterity by the City Budget for the
coming year 2016. Please do notfail the citizens of Long Beach by excluding or
minimalizing the horne.sites which first fostered the development of Long Beach. We
strongly advise that the funding for the Los Alamitos Rancho be approved. Marilyn
Moll

117. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe isa top priority and funding for
Phase HI of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at.Rancho Los

. Alamitos must be seen as asignificant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement ifthe funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

118. I do not wish to see any city dollars spent in coyote extermination or-trap/kill. Currently
there is a big push from some in district 5 for this. District 5 has not even begun to
implement an education program. No body, including me, is happy that pets have
been losing their lives, but residents can learn from this to make changes before
resorting to calls to exterminate

I would like Councilwoman Mungo to push education and humane solutions. At recent
meetings I attended I felt that she pandered to those who want the quick, lethal fix.
Ironically those whowant to exterminate feel that Mungo is being weak.

I favor residents making changes and adapting, but have been told to my face by those
who want exterrnlnatlon that coexisting or making the changes to reduce coyote
encounters is not something they should have to do. They are favoring lethal solutions
and want to take matters in their own hands. That level of arrogance and selfishness is
not good for any community. It puts anything that is deemed an "inconvenience" in
danger.

Please begin a city wide education and PSA program to teach residents of Long Beach
how to cope with and manage coyotes. Other cities have coexisted with coyotes We
can too.

Long Beach must not turn into another Seal Beach.
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119. Please fully fund Rancho Los Alamitos, including the final phase of seismic retrofitting!
The Rancho has been frugal, seeks out grant funding, and uses its money well. The
City has a legal obligation to maintain this property (and should STOP paying the Bixby
Hill Association for "street maintenance" of its private street, and anything else it has
been paying to that HOA.)

Libraries should be fully funded to perform their core functions.

Do not waste money on the proposed Civic Center project. It is going to make money
for developers at the expense of the Main Library. Do the retrofitting needed for City
Hall and the Library, and maintain the present locations.

Thank You.

120. As a huge part of Long Beach history, Rancho Los Alamitos is in need of a new roof. I
would hope the city will strongly consider the funding for this important task.

121. Survey didn't allow me to answer council district, age or number in households. Please
support Rancho Los Alamitos and the request for funds to complete seismic project

122. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is atop priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos (a city owned property) must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and
specifications are complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff. This
project is ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget
year. I strongly urge support and completion of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting
of the ranch house.

123. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are .sate is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staffand this ls a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.
Thank you!

124. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe should be top priority. Funding
for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos is in this category. The plans and specifications are complete and have been
reviewed by City engineering staff. This project is ready to be implemented if the
funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge support andexecution of
the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of this important and significant part of Long
Beach history. Thank you.

125. Funding for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at
Rancho Los Alamitos should be seen as a significant priority.

126. Rancho Los Alamitos needs to be maintained and necessary repairs should be funded
to keep this historical treasure open.

127. Please fund and start constructing the soccer fields for AYSO!!!!
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128. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III ofthe seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

129. Many of these items are important, but the city may not be the best administrator of
them. I am concerned that we contract out many services, but don't manage the
contractors/consultants very well. I would like us to put money toward advance
planning, connectivity, and leadership training.

130. Maintaining the safety of buildings and historic sites is of top priority. Re. animal
control, I am an animal lover and would just as soon they were all left on the streets to
fend for themselves «survival of the fittest) except in the case of an animal that is a
danger to the public.

131. Please maintain Rancho funding.

132. Please fund the Los AlamitosRancho's third phase of their roofing project to ensure
structural stability and

133. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage ofthe seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

134. Seismic refit for the Rancho Los Alamitos is extremely important to protecting this
historic treasure from damage.

Re-pave·Studebaker Road especially between 7th Street and 2nd Street.

135. Leeway needs some new boats badly. It is such a well-loved place and the boats
should represent it. Kids shouldn't have to sail in pieces of junk to learn how to sail.

136. Please assign money to repair the roof ofthe historic Rancho Los Alamitos. This is an
historic treasure and since all ofthe preparatory work is done we beg of you to set
aside funds to see this project through. Thank you!

137. Thank you for the budget support for libraries and the new Sunday hours at 3
branches. Suzie Price did a great job. If you open it they will come! And they did.
Thank you Mayor Garcia.

Most all of the items on this list are important, but key to a successful city is security,
business development, jobs, literacy, sense of shared community, basically a feeling
that 'My city cares for me, sol in turn want to care for my city'.

138. Please make funding for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the adobe ranch house at
Rancho Los Alamitos a priority.
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139. Rancho Los Alamitos is a valuable part of Long Beach. It is part of our history and part
of our current day life. The city has an obligation to maintain the buildings and grounds
so they are safe and inviting to the public. The Rancho has become much more
attractive and user-friendly in recent years due to renovations. It doesn't make sense to
not continue with renovations, especially those that involve public and staff safety.
Please make sure that it gets the funding for the roof replacement and related work that
needs to be done and has already been approved.

140. Thank you for making this survey available for Long Beach residents, businesses and
property owners. Although there are only two of us in our household, we have over 70
families and 200 adults and children residing in seven different Long Beach multi-family
properties we own. For us, building safety should be a top priority, especially
earthquake safety, given Long Beach's seismic history, geology (the City is bisected by
the infamous Newport/Inglewood Fault) and the age of many of its buildings. Programs
to facilitate retrofitting of high risk residential, public, and other properties is desperately
needed.

As a product of Long Beach schools & a long time area resident and landlord, I believe
assistance in the form of subsidies and workshops could encourage landlords to retrofit
in preparation for the next "big" (or "moderate") earthquake.

We have retrofitted two of the five older Long Beach multi-family properties we own,
and found the process confusing, especially for the smaller units which are so common
throughout Long Beach, where recommended improvements can come close to or
exceed the cost of the building. Bolting one of our older buildings to the foundation
was simple and relatively inexpensive, but do we really need steel beams in the two
story section (housing over garages) on one of our oldest bUildings? Would sheering
walls with plywood be an affordable alternative? I don't know, and I don't know who to
ask! Ditto the solution for 1960s 7plex's "tuck under" carports. We--along with many
Long Beach property owners are two small for massive, expensive engineering &
construction, but finding trustworthy and economical earthquake retrofitters or
consultants who are competent has proven a problem.

Continuing in the earthquake vein, funding for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the
historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los Alamitos should also be seen as a. .

significant priority. In this case of the historic adobe both lives and one of the City's
oldest structures are threatened. The plans and specifications are complete and have
been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is ready to implement
if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge support and
execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

(Zip code provided above is where our oldest property is located. Others are in 90805,
90808, and 90815. I can be reached at 562.822.7653.) Thank you

141. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.
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142. Grew up in LB, was away for 28 years, and am happy to be back now. My son and his
family just moved here from out of state.

LB is a great place to grow up!

143. Require all high-rise buildings have easy connectivity for emergency power generators
and have available generators to utilize, perhaps in cooperation with other
municipalities.

Make sure that all city properties are properly upgraded for seismic safety.

Understand that investment in the arts pays off in terms of city attractiveness and
growth.

144. please provide funding for Rancho Los Alamitos for the strengthing of the ranch house

145. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specificationsare
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

NO BOXES AVAILABL FORANY ABOVE ITEMS!

146. Need to maintain and support programs that are in place. Not the time to add
programs. Maintain streets. Main waste of money, is huge empty busses moving
around the city. Most of the time busses are empty or have one or two people. Smaller
busses on some routes. fewer busses at odd hours.

147. In taking this survey, itbecomes quiteclear the difficult choices faced by public,
officials, because most participants, I assume, feel compelled to mark each and every
box as a high priority item. As an avid community activist who volunteers much time on
cleanups, tree plantings and care programs, public outreach and community
camaraderie, I look at many of our clvlc resources as items that have already required
and consumed massive resources over the years. So when times are tough and the
public is unwilling to pay for the very items they find so important-to fund, highest
priority should be given to properly maintaining those resources we already have. For
instance, as much as I would love to have and think we need new parks and public
spaces, taking care of those already, existing makes more sense than building new

-. ones; fewer excellent parks are better than many deteriorating parks. Repairing and
retrofitting existing buildings and facilities tends to make more sense as well, and
keeping well maintained transportation infrastructure and clean and attractive public
spaces does much to promote our city as a good place to be, retain and attract
investment, residents and quality businesses.
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148. hi....wish i had the dollars to help our place is long, time gone. I was born in 1940,
and lived on my grandfather ranch just part of the Rancho property .....GRAND
FATHER DE BAUTT came to live and work there in about 1917. Our place was about
400 acres, corner Palo Verde and Stearns road.....the south west corner. that part was
starting to be developed after the WW2 .....about early 50's ....first time i had playmates
from the new homes at the time we moved to the new ranch, that only was farmed a
few years before it also was sold and the new power station was built on 7 th street at
that time.... yea, it was a time. Good luck i miss that special time .Robert
Green, 95777 ponderosa dr,..Gold Beach, Oregon

149. Sidewalks need to be fixed, we need parking limited or not at all as a result of the
elementary school across the street. Speed bumps on Termino by the school because
of speeding....maybe a flashing slow light as approaching the crosswalk...Alleyin the
back needs to be cleaned up and paved. I've called complaining about the lack of a
light or stop sign and asked that someone come out and see what I am talking about
and no one ever responded. Sidewalks are broken, tree hangs over and causes a
mess and the parking is such that we cannot see around the cars parked so close to
our driveway. Hoping someone responds before someone gets killed.

150. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

151. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by city engineering staff and this is a projectthat is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

152. Protection by police and fire departments high on the list. Recreational and library
activities/services next in importance.

153. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

154. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.
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155. I'm proud to live in our beautiful city. Our police and fire departments give us great
service, and our new council woman is representing District 3 in an admirable fashion.
Our neighborhood recently joined others in the City for the National Night Out and the
East Commander paid us a visit during the evening. She's an impressive person. We
live in a low-crime area because of the professionalism of the police staff. Keep up the
good work!

156. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budgetyear. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

157. The city needs to look for ways to deal with the homeless and mentally ill, especially in
the downtown and over to Linden areas. Also, the trash and dog feces in the 90813 zip
code is awful. Why are there all those vacant store fronts under City Place? Once you
get past 3rd or 4th on Pine, it is almost a wasteland. Why not encourage lower rent and
new businesses? I would think some rent and taxes would be better than none at all.

158. Please support rancho los Alamitos funding for the necessary repairs for the third
.phase of the city approved plan.

159. Please keep Rancho Los Alamitos open & safe. Please don't allow trailers or motor
homes to park on residential streets!

160. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retroflt of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

161. Please budget in the retrofit the Rancho Los AI ranch house

162. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house and Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

Please do not let us lose access to this important part of our history through neglect
and disservice. We will remember if access to the Rancho is removed due to safety
reasons because this final stage of retrofit was not funded and completed. This must
be a priority item in the budget. Do not waste the funds that have already been spent
on the plans, specs and reviews and hope to pass it on to a future budget year. Let's
get it done now.
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163. The choices were difficult where the first choice was VERY IMPORTANT and the
second SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT. I do believe there is a category between the two
which could be IMPORTANT. One thing that I couldn't say in the survey is that I think
we focus too much of the services of police and not enough on prevention. Community
policing seems to be a good idea where officers befriend the people in a particular
community however I have never seen that so if it's happening in LB, I'm not aware of
it. Even though I'm a white older woman, I feel a sense of anxiety when I see a
policeman driving behind me or when I pass on the street. I have experienced officers
to be short and curt when they've pulled me over in the past. I can't imagine what it
must be like to be black. When police are so associated with stopping crime in
whatever way they think is necessary, it is going to be hard for citizens to really believe
they have the community's interest at heart.

164. Long Beach needs to take on the Sunnyside Cemetery and get it in good condition. It
is so run down. Have family members there.

165. Please consider the safety of public buildings as a top priority. We have Cleared specs
and plans for phase III of the seismic retrofit for the historical Los Alamitos adobe. The
project is ready to go if the funding is made available. I urge the funding for this final
stage. Thank you

166. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at.Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

Also, if there are services that can be adequately provided by NGO's, then the 'city
need not spend resources in those areas. We can't rely on government for everything.

167. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

168. Please provide funding to finish structural improvement of Rancho Los Alamitos house
site. Rancho has raised and provided money to do everything up to this point. City
property and the city MUST contribute. Important to preserve our history so that
current and duty citizens of LB and Southern California can experience how we started.

169. I think youth programs, for crime deterrence, are important in economically depressed
areas, but not in the more wealthy areas. Rich & middle Class kids on the East side
don't need subsidized karate, golf, or yoga lessons. Poor kids on the west side do
need subsidized tutoring and sports.

170. Providing funding to maintain historical and cultural sites that add interest and
sophistication to the City. These are things that tourists will come to see.

171. Rancho Los Alamitos needs support to retro fit the main house.
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172. RE: Question of noise abatement. There is absolutely NO enforcemenUmonitoring or
effort made to reduce, and eliminate the illegal practice of motorcycles that reconstruct
their mufflers to be LOUD on the scale of operating construction equipment and as per
research, even louder than a shotgun in a shooting range! Please have police
eliminate this illegal practice. I am specifically referring to Ocean Blvd (a few miles only,
yet affecting thousands of residents along this 4 lane street) from Belmont Shore to the
Long Beach Downtown area. I was phoned recently by LBNoise survey asking how
the noise is for planes, helicopters, gardeners who use blowers, trash collectors, and
traffic. I am hopeful that the effort and cost of this survey will do something to address
this really big problem. Residents cannot open their windows/doors anywhere along
Ocean Blvd. because the motorcycle loud popping noise comes all throughout the day,
and night. '

I suggest, le~sPROMPT & IMMEDIATE parking tickets (a lot of revenue) to be
allocated toa few police officers along Ocean Blvd. to warn,educate and ticket each
motorcyclist rider who is BREAKING the law and causing totally unnecessary ANXIETY
to the many residents along Ocean Blvd, including many large high rise luxury condo
owners that are also on Ocean Blvd that are subject to paying high taxes!

This ONE, easy to remedy, not expensive, income generating, problem is all I ask for
on behalf of everyone here in Long Beach who live right along the water to have the
privilege of enjoying tranquility, but are overrun by joy riders that purposefully rev and
gun their LOUD engines/MUFFLERS over and over again!

Thank you. I hope this survey accomplishes the funding needed for the many important
programs, safety measures and restoration projects.

Desiree Farr

173. I want the city to be safe. lfthat means repair buil<:Jings, have better patrols, provide
safe areas to play and learn and repaired streets/sidewalks, so.be it. I love the Rancho
and would love to seethe repair work finished on the Adobe. I urge support and

,execution ofthe final stage ofthe seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

174. Good survey...well thought out however I DO believe you should .STOP worrying and
" spending $ & time on...what IF/when marijuana business. DO NOT DO ANYTHING

UNTIL IT STOPS BECOMING A CASH BUSINESS! Then, it Can be regulated and
treated as abusiness. Too much police, lawyers, court, city services have already
gone into this. Let's worry about what is current. Yes, do what you can to control
homeless, mentally disturbed, etc. Also, do not distribute water BOTTLES - give 'em a
paper cup of water so the plastic doesn't end up in trash, parks, or in the water!

175. Re item #1 - there is a big difference between "free" and "low cost." Should split that
question into 2.

Re several other questions - perhaps the people getting these services could take
more personal responsibility for things such as their own entertainment (l.e., "special
events"), friendships and food (senior services), learning English (translation services),
tree trimming, etc. Some of these items should more appropriately be provided by non
profit organizations rather than a city.
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176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

Rancho Los Alamitos is a significant resource for Long Beach and our city has been
blessed to have the Rancho Los Alamitos Foundation taking care of restoring the
buildings at little expense to the city; Now, the Foundation is wishing to carry through
with Phase Three of the seismic needs for the core adobe. I strongly urge the city to
approve and allocate the funds necessary to finish the work that the Foundation has
outlined as the final project to strengthen and maintain the adobe for years tocome.
The city has been the beneficiary of the diligent work that the Foundation has.
undertaken for the people of Long Beach in many, many projects and it is time for the
city to demonstrate appreciation for the dedication that the Foundation and the. RLA
Board of Directors have shown for more than two decades in preserving this most
valuable asset.

I support the repairs of Rancho Los Alamitos, but feel that all the arts need more
money from the city.

Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

IT is very important to fund seismic upgrades for the Los Alamitos buildings so that it
can remain a cultural treasure and a safe recreation area for residents and visitors
alike.

Please make sure you allow funds for Rancho Los Alamitos and Rancho Los Cerritos
upgrades.

Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

Rancho Los Alamitos is an important part of our history and should be retrofitted for
seismic activity. I urge the city to go forward with the plans and fund the seismic phase
III project.

Please provide the money requested by the Rancho for seismic retrofitting. And please
resurface our streets and repair sidewalks in East Long Beach. Thank you.

We need to ensure that the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los Alamitos has a
seismic retrofit. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority.
The plans and specifications are complete and have been reviewed by City
engineering staff and this is a project that is ready to implement if the funding is made
available in the coming budget year. I urge support and execution of the final stage of
the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.
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185. Many of the services listed should be covered under one category... For instance,
maintaining a police presence is just about the same thing as and maintaining a low
crime rate and providing police patrols.

Also, Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and
funding for Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho
Los Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I.urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

186. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engiheering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement ifthefunding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

Additionally, the role the MunicipalBand plays (and has played for over 100 years) in
the City of Long Beach is critical to the make-up and culture ofour city. The decrease
in funding for the Municipal Band over the years isa disgrace, With support and funds
raised by the community to support the Band, the city should increase its financial
support to bring the Band back for a full eight week schedule in 2016. The city should
investigate better business models for the Municipal Band that are more sustainable to
guarantee the existence of the Band moving forward. As a hve-lonq resident of this city,
who has attended Municipal Band concerts my entire life, it is important to make this
happen. It promotes the use of our parks for positive activities and brings community
members together - while showing off all the good things about Long Beach to the
friends and relatives we bring to the concerts,

187. I support the.selsrnlc retrofitting ofRancho Los Alamitos and feel strongly about
committing to our city's historic resources, The Rancho is a beloved institution in this
community and should be properly maintained, as any respectable city would maintain
its museums and cultural landmarks.

I support a comprehensive public education campaign for urban coyote management,
investing inhazihg and risk reduction education in schools, community centers, .
neighborhood associations, etc, I do not support any funds committed to trapping these
animals when rio sound science can support its efficacy.

I do not support funds committed. to installing artificial turf in our public parks.

I support funds which will maintain and prornote our natural open spaces such as the EI
Dorado Nature Center, Dominguez Gap Wetlands, Colorado Lagoon, Los Cerritos
Wetlands, Willow Springs Park,etc.
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188. Fix sidewalks and potholes. Pave streets and alleys. Trim trees. Enforce traffic laws.
Maintain public buildings. Protect against fire, flood, earthquake and manmade
disasters. Secure our water and utility supplies. Put criminals in jail. Stay out of divisive
special-interest politics .

.We citizens can take care of the rest. Thanks for asking.

189. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

190. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority andJunding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
.ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

191. I feel keeping the history of our city in good repair of great importance. The retrofitting.
of the Ranchos homes is important! Our beautiful city doesn't have very manythings to
be proud of in our past. Everyone wants/needs to respect how we started as it makes
us what we are today, Please fund the Los Alamitos Rancho building repair/upkeep!

192. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. My grandchildren love to visifthere. The
plans and specifications are complete and have been reviewed by City engineering
staff and this is a project that is ready to implement if the funding is made available in
the coming budget year. I urge support and execution of the final stage of the seismic
retrofitting of the ranch house. I'd hate to lose this part of our history that gives so much
to others:

193. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this isa project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

194. Enhance support of the unique community farming, bee keeping, and pocket gardening
activities, as well as maintain key locations such as Rancho Los Alamitos and the
Lion's Sight for Life lighthouse

195. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.
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196. Clark Street between PCH & Atherton should have regular side walk maintenance due
to the many trees and bushes. I also urge support and execution of the final stage of
the seismic retrofitting of the Los Alamitos Ranch House.

197. Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos is shovel ready - this must be funded otherwise all the previous work and
money is wasted.

STOP trimming trees unless they are dangerous or affecting power poles.

Why do we have to pay for all three services (PO, FD, EMTs) attending almostevery
911 call? This.is a waste of precious resources; Needs redefining for greater efficiency.

Stop wasting money on a poorly designed new City Hall; re-use existing empty
buildings - our City admindoesnot need a palace!

Leave the airport the way it is.

Thank you.

198. Please support the retrofitting of Rancho Los Alamitos!

And stop requiring rabies shots and licensing for cats, that is not necessary.

199; I live in this century but all I see is advance in social media and technology. The next
generation will be living in a society where social manners and etiquette are no longer
valued. We need to maintain and reach out to the younger generation on the important
of history and the values of our historical sites, right here in Long Beach where family
can actually get out and do something together! Family value is probably at its lowest
where parents rely on technology to babysit their children instead of taking on that
responsibility. Those who do not know their history tends to make the same mistakes.
Long Beach needs to stay in touch with our past success as well as delving into the

. future with a great new mayort

200. The survey is pretty vague for the most part. I don't know which formula is used, which
makes committing, so what difficult. That said, I. would like to see this survey accessible
to all citizens, so that everyone can have a voice, not just the people with disposable
incomes. Thank you

201. I believe most of these issues are very important but know that they cannot all have the
same priority.

I'd like to review the cost ofthe $1OOM pool and know the different firms that bid on it?
It appears excessive and the argument that business will increase to offset its price is
ridiculous. There is no hotel within walking distance of the pool, there is no north south
bike path leading to the pool, there is no related recreation facility adjacent to the pool
such as a soccer field or extensive beach volleyball facility.

Private, public and alternative transportation needs to be led directly to the site and it
needs to be part a greater whole with accommodations nearby.

$100M is a lot of money.
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202. It is my understanding that the City Engineer has approved the seismic upgrade for
Rancho Los Alamitos Historic Ranch and Gardens. Since this is a City owned property
where many visitors come each year, I believe it is imperative thatthis upgrade be
included in your budget for 2016. Too often, the City overlooks these assets to spend
their money on downtown projects only.

203. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

204. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

205. Please continue to plan for the entrance to Long Beach's Eastern corridor including
Rancho Los Alamitos, above the current SEADIP study/plan/ General Plan
Amendments. Rancho Los Alamitos needs a continued upkeep program as one of the
City's nicest assets. It's in the. top ten free destinations in Los Angeles and is one of
the jewels of the eastern side of the city. One roof, another one hundred years ...

206. Born and raised in LB. work as volunteer at Rancho Los Alamitos. It is time to put
Phase ilion the budget so all buildings are earthquake safe. I was in the 1933 quake
and vividly remember to this day how destructive an earthquake can be.

207. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this isa project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

208. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

209. I live in the neighborhood of Rancho Los Alamitos which is a hidden paradise in Long
Beach. It is my pleasure to donate my time as a volunteer in Rancho and i hope the
City of Long Beach still cares about this historical treasure.

210. Facilities such as Boys and Girls Club and Churches should cover youth and senior
programs.

All police should be trained to handle most issues.

Make use of volunteer services.
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211. I am very concerned about the preservation of our historic buildings, in particular,
Rancho Los Alamitos. I understand that a new roof is needed, and urge that this be a
priority item as you consider your budget.

212. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. As
volunteer at Rancho Los Alamitos --- I urge support and execution of the final stage of
the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house. Thank you!!!

213. It is important to us to get a seismic retrofit at Rancho Los Alamitos, as soon as
possible.. This will help make the adobe ranch house as safe as possible for visitors
and staff from earthquakes.

214. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and.execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

215. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. I urge support and execution of the
final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

216. From this list, lots of things seem important, but I would like to see us focus on livability
issues and youth services over code enforcement and traffic citations.

217. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe isa top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. Iurge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

218. All the things mentioned are nice ifwe have the money and it's really hard to say any of
them are unimportant. It's a matter of choices when we have fixed costs.

219. I am concerned about the future of one of our historic sites in Long Beach, Rancho Los
Alamitos. The rancho is in need ofearthquake retrofitting and I support their efforts for
the City to assist them with this safety issue.

220. DO NOT increase minimum wage to $15.00. Good businesses will surely leave Long
Beach and we will be left with the marijuana-like stores.

DO NOT hire more city employees. Instead, hire outside contractors that you do not
have to pay a pension and can fire them if they do not perform.

221. Repairing and replacing our infrastructure is more important than 'people' services.
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222. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are
complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and thisisa project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

223. Providing Lifeguard services year round is extremely helpful and important.

224. Long Beach needs to streamline its processes for business development ie permits,
fees and other obstacles that make it difficult to start and build a business. The city
council should NOT enact a minimum wage. It does very little to help and a lot to hurt
workers long term- a very feel good law. Also, public employees need to contribute to
their pension funds at a higher rate, similar to private workers. The city really needs to
look at these costs.

225. Invest at the beginning with education and services for underserved populations which
will lead to less crime and less homelessness down the road.

226. This is based on the current financial state of the city. I would have different answers if
the budget was greater.

227. Retaining and maintaining the breakwaters is very important to me and my family.

Climate change driven water levels and increased storm activity make it imperative that
we in no way diminish the protection afforded by the breakwaters.

This is a real quality of life issue for those of us living in coastal Long Beach.

228. Public safety should be a top priority to this City. The City Hall is being replaced
because of this and Rancho Los Alamitos is in desperate need of funds for a seismic
retrofit of their Ranch House.. This goes beyond City Council boundaries because this
is truly a priceless asset owned by the City of Long Beach and significant to the State
ofCalifornia. It needs immediate protection.

There are very few "treasures" left in the City and preservation is an extremely
important issue but not addressed in the survey. Our historic districts, homes, and
especially our priceless Ranchos, need the support of the City by way of the
continuation ofthe Preservation Officer position, the Mills Act tax relief, and direct
public funding where needed.

229. Clean the beach sand and water. Fix the streets and public infrastructure. Pick up the
litter around the city.

230. I see tennis courts at Wilson High School shut - kids can't play tennis for free. We have
recreation facilities in the schools, mainly high schools but they are locked. Where do
children go to play? Kids don't have a place to go and they get in trouble. Utilize the
facilities we have! I grew up playing tennis at Millikan High School after hours and on
weekends. I could walk there from my house. I am 60 and still playing tennis. We pay
taxes and the fees for playing tennis in Long Beach are crazy. I go to Lakewood
Country Club. The City is going in the right direction.

231. Please share survey results with Mayor and City Councilmembers.
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232. Street sweeping is important, but all it does is to push the litter down into the drainage
system. If you provide street sweeping, maybe there is a way to clean (brush) and pick
up the litter at the same time. We have those nice barriers in the curbs preventing trash
from falling into the sewers, but the street sweeping pushes it down there anyway.
Does not make sense.

233. Survey shouldn't focus on whether these items are important, but should focus on how
efficiently and economically these services can be provided.

234. I did not see any mention of eliminating waste and streamlining services to lower costs
for services, police in the parks, and also dld not see mention of health programs - all
of which I would rank as VERY IMPORTANT!

235. Gleaning up trash left under underpasses by homeless. There are a few large piles
accumulating around the city.

236. INCREASE SWORN POLICESTAFFING BY HIRING 60+ POLICE RECEUITS PER
ACADEMYBDUE TO ATTRITION RATE IN THE ACADEMY AND FIELD TRAINING

237. I'm a bit disturbed that the library still has 2 vacant managerial positions in electronic
resources and branch services. The library would be able to adopt high·impact
practices if those positions were filled by people with expertise in those areas

238. Let's pave, not pothole fill, streets and alleys in Long Beach! Consolidate city, school,
county, state and federal elections - primaries and general. Les add another, additional
cruise line to our port.

239. Crime crime crime crime

Violent crime and property crime (break ins)

People need to feel they are safe in their homes and walking down their streets.

240. Some of your questions concerned areas that are already taxed by another agency or
have a dedicated revenue source. Please work on what you directly control. Wages
and benefits is always the first place to start.

241. Response based on "today's" perceived financial capability. Priorities will change as
economics improve. Need to curtail spending for spending sake and spend for what is
necessary/needed for the city(your core responsibility). Just because it is a good thing
to do, the cost should benefit the City as a whole and not be somebody's "feather in
their cap". .. ,

242. Government should provide only basic services that individuals or private companies
can't provide, such as police, fire, streets, sewer, etc. All other discretionary services
that can be contracted out or run by a private entity should be removed from the city
budget. Those city employees and their life-long pensions would no longer be a
burden on current and future taxpayers, and we would have a more dynamic and
competitive marketplace for things like libraries, youth programs and senior services.

243. The present City Council is heavily pro-labor unions. The City Council MUST not be
intimidated by the union bosses in labor negotiations especially regarding police and
fire salary and retirement benefits, which are currently adequate. Many of the survey
items were so opened ended as to be worthless. For example, the following:
"Maintaining a police presence in neighborhoods" There is no police presence in my
neighborhood currently and really never has been for the 50+ years I have lived here.
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244. I would like to see less city employees, and more work contracted out, which would
decrease the costs of pensions to employees. Hiring should be done in a very
transparent way to avoid behind the scenes deals.

245. Very concerned about problems that would be caused by expanding LB Airport to
include international flights.

246. Public employees should be required to contribute toward their own retirement as
private citizens are required to do. This will create a cascading decrease in public
expenditures over time (thus ensuring a balanced budget) as the share that the City
pays towards public employee retirement plans decreases. This also puts public and
private employees on equal footing and thus is fair.

247. The city must fully fund police, fire, and sanitation services FIRST! Then fund whatever
is left over. And get with it. If you create an education plan that says you will do these
three things first because they are the most important aspects of EVERY city, then
resident will most likely agree to increase the utility users tax by a mere 1%. I did on
my Budget Priority list, and that alone will bring a $6 million surplus for the city.

248. SAVEl Instead of spending save the money for future deficits.

249. Police services are vital. Here in 90808 crime has increased. I have lived in Long
Beach my entire life and I am proud of the city--most of the time. Downtown LB is not
someplace I want to visltjeven though the eateries are awesome) as getting there is
not the most attractive/safe drive. The roads need to be repaved-the.potholes have
been filled so many times, that recent repairs only last a week or so.

250. When contracting for services that were once provided by city workers but are now
parceled out to private contractors, we should use LOCAL companies, not companies
from other states. Case in point: Recently, contractors for Edison on my street were
using trucks with Washington plates. Alamitos Bay Marina is being rebuilt by
Bellingham Marine, also headquartered in Washington State. They may have been the
lowest bidder but more money has been allocated than originally budgeted for anyway,
so where are the savings? People HERE need work!
http://www.presstelegram.com/government-and-politics/20150318/alamitos-bay-
marina-rebuild-in-Iong-beach-gets-more-cash Their headquarters address:
Bellingham Marine Industries Corporate Headquarters 1323 Lincoln St., PO Box 8,
Bellingham WA 98229

251. Please hire a new fire chief. He has wasted enough tax dollars. Filling potholes and
buying new library books will never be as important as a well staffed & equipped police
and fire departments.

252. Cut city PENSION costs!

253. Significant capital investment needs to be made to beautify our neighborhoods -
parkways, bridges and parks need redesigning. Property tax exemptions should be
considered for primary homeowners to remodel or build new construction that
advances energy conservation and environmental sustainability. Even more
important, we need to accelerate improvements to our mass transportation options
within the city (monorail or light rails, bus routes that enable commuting for working
professionals, etc)
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254. In district4 we all deal with horrible noise and blight from living in the flight path of.the
airport. People I speak with do not want an international airport and we are pretty much
able to leave the area if that happens. We certainly won't vote to keep any of the
council who are in favor of this. There are many who live in a variety of all the districts
with our children affected as well while they are sitting in classrooms with the airplanes
landing over them. We are of the mind to campaign against everyone who is in favor of
this. We vote. We matter.

255. Library director is ineffective. Reducing public services/staff while increasing
administrative staff. Look at adrnln raises. Are other departments doing this as well?

256. Invest in public transportation! More buses!

257. Long Beach will not prosper until the ghettos are gone. No amount of cheerleading can
overcome the bad perceptions of the ghetto crime, Graffitti, and blight. Long Beach
should have municipal parking lots for residential and business corridor parking
everywhere. A huge source ifrevenue is overlooked. Also require anyone parking a car
on city streets to have a city permit. All areas of residential parking should require a
permit fee to park cars, hourly or overnight. Micro business districts should all be
metered parking, no intrusion into residential areas. In places it may be necessary to
contract with businesses that have parking lots that are not utilized at night. Also stop
giving tax dollars to dlba. They can use their own money for promotions and events.
Add an apartment code inspection fee to fund code activities on these slum buildings.
There are illegal halfway houses all over the districts. AODA TAX ON EVERY
CONTAINER CARGO THAT GIES NO OUT OF THE PORT. A penny tax at least. The
City Council make's up excuses to not do anything.

258. Street maintenance around Patrick Henry School and also Studebaker South of
Wardlow to 2nd.

~

259. This is a very badly designed survey. ALL ofthe services are important, and asking
residents to rate some as 'not important' is just wrong. Better to offer a priority-based
numerical system instead.

260. We need to support and publicize the city's history to bring in tourist dollars.

261. There should be some discussion about street sweeping which is needed, but in this
area anyway, the number of trucks following the sweepers seem like an unnecessary
expense, better to hire more police. The areas near the beach are not the safest and
in Long Beach, they should be. People (homeless, crime) other than residents are
enjoying the beach location Oh, well, they'll just let us pay some more taxes.

262. We need the city enforcement on the amount of dog poop on our sidewalks that
owners of dogs do not pick up. The dog beach idea was a bad one. As dog owners let
their animals run free. There have been dog bites that have not been reported. There
are too many dog walkers on the new pedestrian path and the city ignores these
scofflaws.

263. I live right on the Long Beach/Lakewood border where the Bach library is. I would like
that branch to have expanded hours.
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264. Increased library access to the public is imperative for a literate, safe, sharing and
more peaceful community. Our North Branch Library is now engaging in a program to
bring folks together across ethnic, multi-cultural and international experiences. The
"sharings" will take place within our library and likely generate endless renewals of
same. What a celebration of mutual respect!

265. Don't pit one thing against another. Figure out more volunteer actions.

266. I want to stress how important the library is to me and my spouse.

267. Long Beach Libraries are very important to the city. Their locations and maintenance
give the public access to needed information that helps to solve various problems-
especially those close to home.

268. I would also like to see place for homeless, and provide more mental health help to the
who need it.

269. Salaries and, especially pensions have to be reined in or the City will be bankrupt in the
future. Public employees have to pay a greater share into their pension plans.

Is there still a Cable TV Commission? Our Charter service is lousy and the bill goes up
almost every month. Their internet speeds for home users is not even close to what
they advertise and their response/help is poor.

270. .Access to our libraries by expanding hours is a critical need for families and should be
assigned a high priority. It delivers a big impact for a modest amount in funding.

271. The library is very important for children and seniors. It keeps kids off the street, helps
people look for jobs, provides creativity, and is a place where seniors can get
entertainment at low or no cost. Also the Homeless need more places to get shelter.
They may be able to get off the streets with outreach and places to live.

272. As a member of the Friends of the Library Board, I'm so glad that Suzy started the ball
rolling in keeping Bay Shore Branch open on Sundays ... now, several other Branches
are adding Sunday hours ... we're thrilled!

273. Library Services are particularly important. The Library has a unique roleinLong
Beach and has the capacity to impact a large percentage of a highly diversified
population. The Library has the ability to speak all languages and reach any age group.
Open access to City Libraries is a critical component for Long Beach resident's
enhanced quality of life. I strongly support extended and expanded Library Services
and Programs!

274. Please increase library hours for all communities so low income children, adults and
seniors will have an opportunity to improve themselves in a positive way and have
access to Wi-Fi.

275. Please increase budget for police and fire, we have 200 fewer officers than a few years
ago. I agree with the County's assessment of the paramedic model we have been
using, not good, follow what the County has said, and yes this costs money. We are
not happy about the shootings and murders. I love libraries and parks. Parks budget
has been cut, cut, cut for so many years. Libraries open more hours would help so
many people of different ages
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276. Cleaning and repairing the sewer systems due to standing water in the roadway since
the runoff doesn't go anywhere. In front of my home the street is higher in the middle
_and the left and right side pours water into the curb area. To get to your car you
sometimes need a boat. I realize we are in a drought time and we are not getting much
rain for now. This would be an excellent time to do some clean up. This issue was
brought up to the last City Councilwoman but nothing was done about. She did not
seem to care. I do care about my surroundings, I may have the council district #
incorrect, but I do want to see improvements. Stratford Square is a beautiful section of
Long Beach I would like to see it remain that way. I know there are other sections of
LB that need assistance also. Thank U.

277. Please increase the hours and staffing at the neighborhood branch libraries.

278. I am a long time library user and enjoy knowing I can access my library (Belmont
Shore) library on Sundays!

279. PLEASE KEEP THE LlBARIES OPEN

280. I would hope that the library branches will be open full time on week days,and until
noon on Sat,andSunJor those whose work hours make it impossible to visit on the
restricted hours we have now.We need to make more access possible for all of those
who need it.

281.- Consider reducing street sweeping to every otherweek.

282. The libraries are the most vital. They are the core of a civilized and informed public.
They provide internet access to all, help with bilingual problems, serve as safety zones
for kids.' With strong libraries, all the above concerns fall into reasonable priority
places.

283. Many of the goals are important, but, how to achieve them, and how well a program
can be implemented aren't covered. Some of the goalscould be achieved by
combining programs like arts and culture.with recreatlonalacltlvttes for teens and
youth. Fewer "silos" might meanmore efficient use of funds.

284, Youth enrichment activities such as sports leagues or homework centers and the
respective ofthe respective facilities wilLhelp reduce crime rates now and in the future.
An emphasis on maintaining what we already "own" is a higher priority in my mind vs.
acquiring/ building additional facilities. Plenty of cultural opportunities currently exist for
every income level. If a business cannot compete it should close or relocate.

285. Libraries-are a very important part of our city. Not all students have a computer at
home. Libraries are a safe place for children to study and do homework. We should
restore and expand hours and staff to our libraries

286. I realize the city of Long Beach is faced with the challenge of the necessity of paying
for more services than the money budgeted allows.

287. KEEP ALL OF LONG BEACH'S LIBRARIES OPEN ON WEEKENDS!!!

288. Please concentrate on community services rather than business services.
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289. Long Beach has missed the boat in terms of retail development that would allow the
city sorely needed tax revenues. Making the Pike into a discount mall will not bring
people to the area--it's a poor excuse to cover up a disastrous downtown renovation
that's been a bust. Expensive parking is another factor that keeps LB residents away
from their own city center.

290. Libraries are essential not only for

reading but as learning centers for our youth.

Please add more days and extend the hours.

291. Roads, sidewalks and infrastructure maintenance in my mind is the highest priority. We
pay taxes to maintain these most basic components of ourcity and yet they are not
maintained. All residents use them, yet too many special interest are well funded. I do
not enjoy walking and driving on cobblestone roads with pool"patch jobs that hit 2 holes
and leave 5 in the same 50 yards of street. Clean up the inefficiencies, residents
cannot run their personal budgets like the city does.

292. We need to staff libraries and parks so they are available to the community.
Community policing is valuable. Support City Employees and services so they support
the City's residents.

293. More money for Parks, Libraries, Police.

Less money for Management.

294. It's shameful that he libraries aren't more of a priority to the City. We use and love LB
PL.

295. I am very concerned about the fluoride in the water. There is much research on the
toxicity and harm that fluoride in the water causes & proven to lower las in young
children. It's a poison that's put into our water. Please research it. Many cities have
removed from our water. Also very concerned about the smart meters, cell tower and
increasing using of these technologies. The research thats needed to the harm it does.
In Europe they have limited the use of these cell phones in school. Please research
this.

296. The survey asks for opinion on specific topics but gives no details on how the services
specifically will alter or improve the circumstances. The survey could be more effective
if the services were evaluated by asking the importance of each service in comparison
to another service also listed.

297. - Fix broken sidewalks, pave street, trim trees in North Long Beach

- Create/enforce law to have resident remove trash cans after trash has been dumped
within 24 hours

- Open libraries on Monday instead of Sunday

- Install guarded left turn arrows at traffic signals

- In future budgets find a way to provide City employees with very basic, low budget
medical benefits if employee has worked for the City for a certain number of years.
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298. I think it's important to provide these services but it is more important that research be
conducted to see what will benefit the community. There also needs to be training if
services will increase presence of law enforcement than the back lives matter
movement needs to be taken into consideration removing all officers who are ill will and
do not pass standards and meet qualifications.

299. - This survey could have been described better. "Somewhat important", not good
enough as the next choice after "very important".

- Libraries, Police and fire should be atthe top should be at the top open government.

300. Support libraries. Years of staff cuts and Budget cuts have reduced hours, reduced
services. libraries are a great resource for the City's population and need to be
supported.

301. libraries are important as are Parks and safe neighborhoods.

302. Ensuring that buildings accessed by the public are safe is a top priority and funding for
Phase III of the seismic retrofit of the historic adobe ranch house at Rancho Los
Alamitos must be seen as a significant priority. The plans and specifications are -

complete and have been reviewed by City engineering staff and this is a project that is
ready to implement if the funding is made available in the coming budget year. I urge
support and execution of the final stage of the seismic retrofitting of the ranch house.

303. What about energy-related services (now under "oil & gas") and other enterprise
services?

304. Stop ripping-of senoirs with parking citations.

305. Our roads are my main concern. They are worse that east coast roads that have to
deal with salt all winter long. I also do not want to see the police protection cut,

306. Spending on.our libraries - books and materlals.rhours open, keeping facilities modern
- is a disgrace!! library spending affects crime,economic prosperity, property values.
Please stop blathering on about how each of you just loves, loves, loves libraries and
put your money where your mouths are.
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307. 1. I rated some items lower in importance because I do not like the ways that Council
members address them, and I certainly don't trust that they will do better in the future.
Their "solutions" often are a waste of our money.

2. The survey didn't cover big-ticket items such as the indefensible rush to build the
Councilmembers' "legacy" of an unnecessary new city hall complex, and the rush to
build an expensive swimming pool. Why weren't capital items included in this survey?
One has to assume it's because politicians and administrators know that the public will
"vote" AGAINST them because they are indefensible, especially in these economic
times.

3. The survey also failed to cover the fact that we taxpayers will be on the hook for tens
or hundreds of millions of dollars in ADDITIONAL interest payments due to stretching
out the life of the bond payments from 30 to 50 years. In the immediate term (l.e.,
FY16)"the mayor and Councilmembers may look good because the annual cost
SEEMS to be relatively reasonable, but after that, the city's deficits will go through the
roof. Because the politicians will have been termed out of office and (hopefully) existing
city management will have been replaced, they will get off scott-free. In short, the .
format you chose for this survey allows you (politicians and administrators) to' eYA by
saying that you gave people a chance to weigh in and no one said anything. This
survey does not provide an opportunity to provide meaningful input on important
matters. One has to wonder how much the City has spent on developing this survey
and collating and reporting the results.

308. WE NEED MORE POLICE AND FIRE. Due to AB109 and Prop 47 crime is on the
RISE everywhere. I work in law enforcement (not sworn) andarrestees are becoming
more bold and confrontational to the police. I can only imagine ifI was confronted by a
crime in progress. I used to feel safe in Long Beach, Heartwell Park area. Now I have
purchased a home security system. The HOMELESS is a big problem in our area. I
never see the police any more in my neighborhood. The sidewalks are cracked,
raised,and in dangerous condition, a Iiabilityhazard. With all the trees, comes the bird
droppings which are horrible unhealthy and unsightly. My entire front sidewalk is
covered in bird droppings and with the drought I can't wash it down. With the drought,
why did you plant more trees down Carson Blvd. Fix the sidewalks.

309. Continue to aggressively attack and renegotiate the public sector/union contracts in
terms of wages, benefits including retirement pay....

Individuals are out of work while city employees continue to enjoy excessive and
exhorbitant compensation packages.
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310. Sustainable Refuse (trash collection &Recycling) to Energy generation plants.

These plants are environmentally friendly (very low pollution), sustainable and
economically profitable.

I would be proud to have one in my city. Long Beach could lead the nation in municipal
sustainable energy production, solve our landfill problem, reduce trash trucks road
miles driven, produce low cost electricity and improve recycling all at once.

See enclosed uri:

http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/minneapolis-trash-incinerator-
121570.html

311. Street maintenance around Patrick Henry School and also Studebaker South of
wardlow to 2nd.

312. This is a very badly designed survey. ALL of the services are important, and asking
residents to rate some as 'not important' is just wrong. Better to offer a priority-based
numerical system instead.

313. We need to support and publicize the city's history to bring in tourist dollars.

314. There should be some discussion about street sweeping which is needeq, but in this
area anyway, the number of trucks following the sweepers seem like an unnecessary
expense, better to hire more police. The areas near the beach are not the safest and
in Long Beach, they should be. People (homelsss, crime) other than residents are
enjoying the beach location Oh, well, they'll just let us pay some more taxes.

315. We need the city enforcement on the amount of dog poop on our sidewalks that
owners of dogs do not pick up. The dog beach idea was a bad one. As dog owners let
their animals run free. There have been dog bites that have not been reported.There
are too many dog walkers on the new pedestrian path and the city ignores these
scofflaws.

316. I live right on the Long Beach/ Lakewood border where the Bach library is. I would like
that branch to have expanded hours.,

317. Increased library access to the public is imperative for a literate, safe, sharing and
more peaceful community. Our North Branch Library is now engaging in a program to
bring folks together across ethnic, multi-cultural and international experiences. The
"sharings" will take place within our library and likely generate endless renewals of
same. What a celebration of mutual respect!

318; Don't pit one thing against another. Figure out more volunteer actions.

319. I want to stress how important the library is to me and my spouse.

320. Long Beach Libraries are very important to the city. Their locations and maintenance
give the public access to needed information that helps to solve various problems-
especially those close to home.

321. I would also like to see place for homeless, and provide more mental health help to the
who need it.
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Long Beach Budget Challenge Comments (9/14/15)

1. Why is the cuts to the police at minimum levels stated in such dramatic terms? If we
cut 2%, then gangs are going to consume your streets. how about 2% cuts to copy
paper machines and changing to LED lights and raising the AlC temps to 75 degrees?

2. Adding in more increments.

3. Option for "other alternatives" other than the cuts proposed. For example, instead of
shutting down two libraries, we could decrease hours for all libraries across the board
resulting in the same amount of decrease in spending.

I like this budget challenge. It gets the community involved in the budget process and
we see how difficult it is to cut expenses. The interface is simple enough to wear a
high school student (or younger) who is interested in local gov'tlpolitics could work
through the exercise and learn from it.

4. Share results with Mayor and City Councilmembers. Providing information on %
passing vote needed for parcel tax, UUT changes needed would be useful.

5. By allowing the participant to add suggestions. I would start with returning the $6
million currently budgeted for three artificial turf to the general funds. Use some of the
savings for maintaining and improving natural grass soccer fields throughout the city.

6. Offer some chance to analyze the benefit packages, including pensions.

7. Great exercise - could use more options.

8. I did not see the option to select reduce salaries/overtime of various positions which
are paid with our tax dollars. See below.

Long Beach could save millions of dollars each year if we made it an immediate top
priority to completely restructure the Police and Fire Departments. Run these
Departments as you would run a for-profit business. Stop the overtime pay now! If the
Department were managed properly there should be NO overtime authorized or
necessary except in extreme citywide emergency situations. Overtime pay CANNOT
be considered part of the base pay and should not be an .anticipated and expected perk
of the job as it is now. Overtime should never be taken into account when Pension
benefits are determined. These employees should be treated as employees in the
general workplace are treated.

Also, determine where the failure has been concerning Workers Comp and Disability
claims. I have heard reports from MANY Police and Fire that they are encouraged to
file claims by the Physicians charged with their treatment even when it is not warranted
because the injury in not severe. Cases should be reviewed by someone impartial and
denied when appropriate not just "rubber stamped."
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9. Pension and health costs must be contained for all current and future employees.

What was done is not a solution for unfunded liabilities.

Who came up with the idea of Emergency paramedic fees? One flat fee does is not
fair to the citizens who have never used transport. Quite simple to have a progressive
fee for usage by citizens who abuse this service.

Oh, yes, it was an innovative idea-please....

10. Have option of advising how my budget surplus could be allocated, t.e., addressing FY
2017 pension deficit.

11. It could start with revenue instead of expenses.

12. Keep Fiscal Responsibilty

13. - Several items referred to eliminating "free" services, but no option was given to
recommend adding or increasing fees.
- There was no discussion of "Interfund Charges" in this Budget Challenge. What are
those, why do they exist, and are there opportunity

14. Release this before the mayor has made his decision.

15. Honorable Councilwoman Suzie Price,

Here are my suggestions for the 2016 fiscal budget. I urge you to pay attention to our
need for added police and disaster preparedness given we have not suffered any major
catastrophic circumstances in some time. You are already familiar with my posture
regarding the voters' 'buyers" remorse" for how lowering the property taxes defunded
our police and fire response and staffing. Increasing property taxes $25. per year
would yield some well needed increase in police and fire presence and I do not believe
$25. would negatively impact property owners to a point of debilitation. The trade off is
only good in my opinion.

We cannot afford the consequence of understaffing our police and fire at a time of
extreme drought, understaffed public works without the tax-payers sharing some of this
burden. A quarter-cent sales tax would offset our overall need to spread out
improvements in all areas demonstrated in my budget recommendations. I don't know
if you apply the voting constituency of this survey 100% literally but I know you will use
your own sound judgment in weighing what you believe would both represent the
community of taxpayers as well as your own pulse on our community which we hold in
great confidence for your elected seat.

Thank you for your work and continued presence, we carry a great deal of respect for
your energy and contribution.

16. You have to increase police, and pull from elsewhere, salaries....utilities make a lot

17. Give background on future deficits so we can decide whether to reduce current
budgets to create rainy day fund.
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18. Explain more of the arguments in favor of spending vs. in favor of cutting for the
different programs. What is the community/human impact (apart from jobs) of
spending/cutting?

19. I would make cuts to or spend more on different aspects of the departments' funded
activities/programs than the examples that are described in the scenarios. Perhaps you
could give people the option of detailing what aspects they would cut/spend more on,
or provide multiple choices.

20. Enjoyed this budget challenge. Would like to see education listed as an area to adjust.
Also would like to know if city officials look at the results of this for input from
constituents.

21. By educating the public on possible tax increase and the benefits that this brings to the
overall way of life in Long Beach, People want nice things and they have to know that
we need to pay for all of these things somehow.

22. According to city-data crimes rates in long beach have been on a steady decline from
2001 until 2013 with some small hiccups along the way. It can be argued that
spending additional funding on the police force is almost giving diminishing returns and
not improving the community. We as a city should believe more in the people and give
people value in the place they live through: City sponsored programs, decreasing
blight, decreasing graffiti that stays posted for more than 48 hours, enforcing codes on
distressed buildings to bring them to code, access to parks,improved roads
(ALAMITOS IS HORRIBLE) and more community based events with private employer
sponsorship. Give people value in the city and please for everything holy redesign our
flag it looks horrible, you can partnerwith CSULB to have some graduate art &history
students to come up with proposals that will cost the city next to nothing. Bolster
relationships with the biggest CSU in your backyard and get students involved with the
city!!!! I moved here in 2011 and I will alwayscall Long Beach my home, let's increase
Long Beach City Pride! .

23. Increase the number of civilian support roles in city depts, especially in public safety as
2/3 of the red pie chart. This change would dramatically reduce future pension deficits
and allow positions to be filled in a more cost-effective, streamlined & best-candidate
available process, which will help with future budgets; civilian roles in PO, FD, Utilities,
Parks, Libraries and City Gov't could free up sworn City employees from administrative,
financial, IT, grant writing and other back-of-house duties that will positively reflect in
future budgets while keeping up with increasing retirement vacancies to keep dept
operations more stable and sustainable.

24. It would be fun to see results in real time so that you can make adjustments for
example if I knew I had a 22 million dollar surplus I might have spent a little more on
fire or library services or something like that. So.waiting until the end to see what are
surplus is doesn't help very much if we're trying to make a balanced budget.
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25. You did not include anything about council district slush funds no way to address
harbor or as airport spending or transfers, no way to add new revenue sources. My
idea is for the city to begin operating city parking lots in every parking impacted area.
Use old redevelopment parcels. Buy more parcels where needed. Start requiring
parking permits for every are parked on city streets. Add meters in every business
zone, add meters in micro zones. The streets are paved with gold, but Ib is not
adapting to the situation.metered zones should be everywhere. Residents either park in
municipal lots ,pay fees to park on the street. and organize street parking better. No
other beach city gas such parking stupidity as lb.

Also stop giving all money to flab. This bunch of thieves does not need tax dollars to
run.

26. There are so many ways to be more efficient. An example: stop street cleaning every
week. Sweep every other Week except when leave are dropping. There are so many
services that are inefficient. Make employees more flexible so they can perform tasks
as needed rather than as scheduled.

27. This too simplistic and doesn't provide all the alternatives available. It also doesn't
consider alternate ways to obtain services such as contracting and other means of
reducing costs such as benefit costs.

28. Cut City Employee PENSIONS. They are bankrupting the city. You (elected officials)
got us into this, you get us out of it!

29. So, if I can do this in 5 minutes and have a $6 million surplus, the city should be able to
budget properly. The key is to fund police, fire, and sanitation fully first. Those are the
three most important areas in EVERY city. This is not rocket science. It's just that you
city council members want to fund unnecessary pet projects to get votes for your next
election. I'm tired of the incompetence and the favorites you all play. The residents
and small businesses that run this city must come first!

30. Offer options to privatize/contract services, such as tree trimming, library and parks
programs. Also offer options to reduce taxes and fees.

31. Reduce hiring in all areas except public safety. Eliminate discretionary funds used by
individual council persons. Look for duplicity of service for the county and state and
stop funding in those areas. Get rid of illegal aliens and all of their costs. Combine
departments and reduce MANAGEMENT, not the actual workers. Negotiate increased
contributions to health and retirement by ALL city workers, including safety personnel.
Increase the retirement to 62 for full benefits, reduced before that. (Look at OCERS
and STRS for formulas). Do time studies on workers. I observe a lot of standing around
when there is any work being performed in my district.

32. Cut present expenses city wide at least 2%.
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33. I have a huge issue with the choices you presented. I noticed that in regards to each of
the taxes, nowhere did I see a reduction in taxes! As for the departments you
presented, police and fire/disaster should always come first.. .. As for savings, what
have the mandates been to each department, office, individual in regards to a
percentage decrease mandated to each? What does productivity look like and have
we looked at mandated increases in productivity? Has a complete LEAN project taken
place to look at each area of work to look for "pure waste". Have processes been
redesigned to ensure efficiency and effectiveness? What are the metrics for each
department in regards to budget, output and productivity? Are each area "rounded" on
by managers and directors to ensure improvement? How are each of the rnetrics
attached to pay raises and any management bonuses. Don't tell me you have a union
and can't do these thing. Many corporations and businesses have unions and do each
of these things just fine! I would also suggest you outsource as many administrative or
"housekeeping" duties as possible - landscape, cleaning etc, nad ensure to review
monthly with the businesses you outsource to, to ensure "we" e city, is satisfied with
the service and expectations are met.. ....Honestly, I think you have a lot of work to do
in regards to the budget and I dint think the items you presented in this survey are what
you should be looking at. .My guess is each department knowing what percentage they
need to cut will find it, or then they need to have it done for them .

34. "add variables to account for potential increased or decreased costs of public service
employees Entitlement Retirement and pension programs

Add variables to increase spending on waste, fraud and abuse programs. Historically,
these programs more than pay for themselves."

35. "If city government work like let's say the unified school district, you should survey the
employees as to what they would cut. Those most involved can often see where the
waste is--and there is always some waste and mismanagement.

Employees have to take responsibility for their futures, e.g., pay a greater share of their
pension plans; otherwise, the city will end up like the U.S. Post Office--unable to run at
a profit because of crippling pension costs."
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